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1. Introduction



pulsar
・fast-rotating neutron star
・periodic pulse : 1msec - 10sec
・radio ~ optical ~ gamma-rays
・ISM study, gravity test, GW detection
・3,000 pulsars so far

Jocelyn Bell Burnell
(1943-)

Antony Hewish
(1924-2021)

Nobel Prize in 1974
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pulsar timing array
PTA in a nutshell
・direct detection of GWs
・very stable msec pulsars
・precise timing for O(10) years
・GWs affect pulse arrival time
O(100) nsec

・GW freqency
→ observation period and cadence
→ (1 week)-1 ~ (10 years)-1
→ 1μHz ~ 1nHz



CMB          PTA                  space ground

10-17Hz            ～1nHz    1mHz-0.1Hz             100Hz

primordial

SMBH binary
compact binary

supernova

cosmic string

multi-wavelength GW astronomy



Nano-Hz GWs
・SMBH binary

・cosmic string

・inflation

・phase transition

・2nd-order scalar fluctuations

パルサータイミングで探れるもの

超大質量ブラックホール連星

宇宙ひも

パルサータイミングで探れるもの

超大質量ブラックホール連星

宇宙ひも
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GW background spectrum

Ravi et al. 2014
GW frequency
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spectral index
→ General Relativity
normalization
→ binary abundance

SMBH binary environment
・Enoki+ 2004, 2007
・initial eccentricity, orbital radius
・final parsec problem



PTA projects
IPTA (International PTA consortium)
・EPTA (Europe)
・NANOGrav (North America)
・PPTA (Australia)
・InPTA (India + Japan)

emerging PTAs
・CPTA (China)
・MPTA (South Africa)

These are independent groups but cooperate closely.



Indian PTA
・India + Japan
・uGMRT (SKA pathfinder)
・low frequency (250-1450MHz)
- uniqueness of InPTA
- precise dispersion measure

・1st data release in 2022



2. Pulsar Timing Array



ミリ秒パルサー 地球一定周期の電波パルス

時間

電波強度

パルサータイミング法

time

S. Kuroyanagi

intensity

pulsar Earth
principle of PTA



ミリ秒パルサー 地球

時間

電波強度

パルサータイミング法

重力波

→ 観測できる周波数 ∝ (観測時間)-1 ~ 10-8 ~ -9Hz

パルサーまでの距離 > 100光年

一定周期の電波パルス

gravitational waves

deviated compared
with no-GW case

principle of PTA

time

intensity

pulsar Earth

S. Kuroyanagi



timing residual
timing residual: deviation of pulse arrival time from expectation
GWs are imprinted in timing residual.

single source GW background

Hobbs (2011)



PTA flowchart

pulsar search

noise analysis GW analysis

timing obs timing model

interpretation

search for stable
pulsars as many as
possible

measure time of pulse
arrival (ToA)

noise model in ToA extract GW signal
from noise

astrophysical implication
of measured GW

determine timing model
parameters: period,
period derivative...



folding
Most of pulsars are so dim that individual pulses cannot
be detected and folding is necessary.
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Fig. 3.— Here we illustrate the technique of folding. In the top panel, we place ticks every 1

second in our data. In the middle panel, we fold over at these tick marks. In the bottom panel,

we add up the signal in each layer of our fold. In this way, we can find a weak pulsar that would

otherwise be lost in the noise. However, we must know the period of the pulsar ahead of time. In

this example, we used a period of one second.

detect—it gets swamped by background radio waves (what astronomers refer to as noise).

It is not all that different from trying to see stars in the day time. The bright light from the
Sun makes the stars impossible to see. In the case of pulsars, the noise that is inherent in

our instruments makes a single pulse very difficult to see, except in the case of the brightest

pulsars.

In order to solve this problem, astronomers must combine many pulses together in order to

build up a detectable signal. This is commonly referred to as folding. To get an idea for
how it works, imagine having a long strip of paper. On this paper we make a mark that

indicates the strength of a signal detected with our radio telescope—the higher the mark is

on the paper, the stronger the signal. Now imagine that we make these marks continuously
while someone pulls the strip of paper along underneath our pen. What we would have in

the end is a record of how strong our signal was during the course of our observation. On
the left of the paper is the first mark that we made, and on the right is the last mark. Each

mark represents the strength of the signal detected by our telescope at some point in time.

The paper might look something like Figure 3. Now because the pulsar is so weak, this
just looks like a bunch of random marks—that is the noise, or the background. Somewhere

buried in that noise is the signal from our pulsar. Let’s say that we know ahead of time

FFT
FFT gives us candidates of possible pulsar period.
The estimated period is much less precise than
that given by folding, which can be as precise as 10-16.

the handbook of pulsar astronomy

high S/N

low S/N

Manchester & Taylor (1977)

high S/N low S/N folding

the handbook of pulsar astronomy R. S. Lynch



timing observation
observe each pulsar once in a few weeks, and determine
the pulse arrival time for each observation (1 ToA for 1 obs)
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timing residual
timing residual：deviation of ToA from timing model prediction

Shannon+ 2015 (PPTA)

 

 
Fig. 1. Residual pulse times of arrival, Δt, for the four pulsars used in our analysis. These 
are PSR J1909-3744 (panel A), PSR J0437-4715 (panel B), PSR J1713+0747 (panel C), and PSR 
J1744-1134 (panel D). 
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also be affected.
The residual due to GW depends
on the relative position of
the GW source and pulsar.
→ (Hellilngs & Downs correlation)

Extract GW signal modeling noise.



noise model
stochastic noise
●white noise
・radiometer noise
・fluctuations intrinsic to pulsar

●red noise : temporal correlation
・dependent on radio frequency : include GWs
・independent of radio frequency : ISM effects

European Pulsar Timing Array DR2: Noise Budget

noise). Red noise usually dominates on timescales of months to139
years and incorporates signals with power spectral densities sim-140
ilar to the GWB. These processes include both chromatic noise,141
which depends on observing frequency, and achromatic noise,142
which is independent of observing frequency. We generally con-143
sider one achromatic red timing noise and two chromatic pro-144
cesses, variation in the dispersion measure (DM) to the pulsar,145
and variation in the scattering timescale for the pulsar. White146
noise reflects unmodeled instrumental errors and intrinsic pulse147
jitter (Parthasarathy et al. 2021) in the arrival times.148

2.1.1. Time-correlated noise149

Pulsar timing noise represents stochastic irregularities in pul-150
sar rotation. Persistent temporally correlated noise that manifests151
equally across the radio frequency band of the instrument is re-152
ferred to as achromatic noise or spin noise. It is typically mod-153
elled as a wide-sense stationary stochastic signal. It is present154
across the pulsar population and its amplitude seems to vary as a155
function of the pulsar spin-down rate (Shannon & Cordes 2010).156
Although the origins of spin noise are not unanimously agreed157
upon, it is typically well-modelled with a power-law spectrum.158
Power-law behaviour is expected if spin noise originates due to159
interactions between the neutron star crust and its superfluid core160
(Jones 1990), although observations of several canonical pulsars161
(i.e. non-MSPs) show a quasi-periodic behaviour in timing noise162
properties (Lyne et al. 2010), or spectral turnovers (Parthasarathy163
et al. 2019) that may warrant additional terms beyond a sin-164
gle power law. However, the relatively small amplitudes of spin165
noise seen in MSPs is found to be relatively well-modelled by a166
power-law process (Goncharov et al. 2020).167

The IISM introduces a wide range of chromatic noise pro-168
cesses into the TOAs that are dependent on the observing fre-169
quency. These include dispersive delays, scintillation, and pulse170
profile broadening due to multipath propagation. Dispersive de-171
lays can become measurable on timescales of days to weeks and172
scale with the observing radio frequency as ⌫�2. Since wide-173
bandwidth and high-cadence observations are needed to get pre-174
cise DM measurements — both of which are a virtue of only175
recent PTA data sets – DM variations are one of the biggest176
sources of unmodeled error. The best approach to account for177
DM variability depends on the underlying data set. For EPTA,178
we currently favour using a stochastic power-law model for the179
DM variations, which assumes that there is a stationary smooth180
process that determines the DM. This allows for observations181
separated in both time and observing frequency to be used for182
constraining the DM. The theoretical expectation is that DM183
variations are caused by Kolmogorov turbulence in the IISM,184
and hence will have a power law index of �DM = 8/3 (Foster185
& Cordes 1990). Alternative models (such as the use of DMX pa-186
rameters), which typically make independent measurements of187
DM over discrete time intervals, avoid the assumption of smooth188
variation and stationary process, but require near-simultaneous189
observations at a wide range of frequencies to be e↵ective. Ad-190
ditionally, there is a variable contribution to the DM from the191
solar wind. We find that the EPTA data set is insensitive to these192
variations, and we use a fixed value of 7.9 m�3 pc (Madison et al.193
2019) for all pulsars, except for PSR J1022+1001 where we fit194
a constant solar wind amplitude (see also The EPTA Collabora-195
tion 2023). A study of the time-variable solar wind is part of an196
ongoing EPTA project (Niţu et al., in preparation).197

After DM variations, the second most prominent e↵ect of198
the interstellar medium at typical observing frequencies is the199
variation of the pulsar’s scattering timescale. This scales as ⌫�4200

Table 1. Noise model constants and hyper-parameter priors. All pri-
ors are uniform between the specified bounds. The term kDM = 2.41 ⇥
10�4cm�3pc MHz2s�1 is the DM constant.

Parameter Red DM Scatter

Kscale 12⇡2 k2
DM 12⇡2

↵ 0 2 4
Prior(log10(A)) -18.0 – -10.0 -18.0 – -10.0 -18.0 – -10.0

Prior(�) 0 – 7 0 – 7 0 – 7

and therefore can be separated from DM given enough coverage 201
in observing frequency. Variation in scattering timescale tends 202
to have more power at higher observing frequencies than DM 203
variations, but we still model it with a power law in the few cases 204
where it is important for the pulsars in our current data set. 205

For each of our time-correlated noise processes, we model
the noise of a process with chromatic index ↵ for a TOA at time
t and observing frequency ⌫ with a Fourier basis of Ncoef coe�-
cients as,

y(t) =
NcoefX

j=1

Yj
⇣
a j cos ( j!t) + b j sin ( j!t)

⌘  ⌫
⌫ref

!�↵
, (1)

where ! = 2⇡/Tspan for Tspan typically chosen to be the total ob-
serving time span, a j and b j are fit parameters with a Gaussian
priorN(0, 1) and Yj determined by the noise model hyperparam-
eters A and �. Specifically, we define Yj as

Yj =

s
A2

Kscale

syr3

Tspan

 
f j

fyr

!��
, (2)

where fyr = 1yr�1, syr = 31557600 s yr�1 converts years to sec- 206
onds with Tspan in seconds, and Kscale is a scale that can adjust the 207
units of A appropriately for the given noise process. In practise, 208
the parameters a j and b j are analytically marginalised following 209
the method described in Lentati et al. (2014) and implemented 210
in temponest and enterprise. 211

The choice of constants for each process, red noise, DM 212
noise and scattering variations, and the hyper-parameter priors 213
are given in Table 1. Achromatic red noise is scaled so that Ared 214
is the equivalent GWB amplitude in yr3/2, the DM variations are 215
given in temponest units of cm�3pc yr3/2s�1, and the scattering 216
variations are given as the equivalent amplitude of the red noise 217
(in yr3/2) at 1400 MHz. These units are chosen to match previous 218
publications and can be used directly in tempo2. 219

2.1.2. White noise 220

Temporally-uncorrelated white noise in pulsar timing residuals
needs to be modelled to e↵ectively estimate the precision of
pulsar timing parameters. For this work, we include the widely
adopted parameters 1 efac and equad where the diagonals of the
noise covariance matrix are scaled by

�2
scaled = EFAC2 ⇥ �2

original + EQUAD2. (3)

These parameters are applied for every observing backend 221
and are tagged with the -group flag in the EPTA data set. We 222
use uniform priors on EFAC (0.1 to 5) and log10(EQUAD) (�9 223
to �5). 224

1 However, some PTA collaborations use di↵erent notations

Article number, page 3 of 19
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(Jones 1990), although observations of several canonical pulsars161
(i.e. non-MSPs) show a quasi-periodic behaviour in timing noise162
properties (Lyne et al. 2010), or spectral turnovers (Parthasarathy163
et al. 2019) that may warrant additional terms beyond a sin-164
gle power law. However, the relatively small amplitudes of spin165
noise seen in MSPs is found to be relatively well-modelled by a166
power-law process (Goncharov et al. 2020).167

The IISM introduces a wide range of chromatic noise pro-168
cesses into the TOAs that are dependent on the observing fre-169
quency. These include dispersive delays, scintillation, and pulse170
profile broadening due to multipath propagation. Dispersive de-171
lays can become measurable on timescales of days to weeks and172
scale with the observing radio frequency as ⌫�2. Since wide-173
bandwidth and high-cadence observations are needed to get pre-174
cise DM measurements — both of which are a virtue of only175
recent PTA data sets – DM variations are one of the biggest176
sources of unmodeled error. The best approach to account for177
DM variability depends on the underlying data set. For EPTA,178
we currently favour using a stochastic power-law model for the179
DM variations, which assumes that there is a stationary smooth180
process that determines the DM. This allows for observations181
separated in both time and observing frequency to be used for182
constraining the DM. The theoretical expectation is that DM183
variations are caused by Kolmogorov turbulence in the IISM,184
and hence will have a power law index of �DM = 8/3 (Foster185
& Cordes 1990). Alternative models (such as the use of DMX pa-186
rameters), which typically make independent measurements of187
DM over discrete time intervals, avoid the assumption of smooth188
variation and stationary process, but require near-simultaneous189
observations at a wide range of frequencies to be e↵ective. Ad-190
ditionally, there is a variable contribution to the DM from the191
solar wind. We find that the EPTA data set is insensitive to these192
variations, and we use a fixed value of 7.9 m�3 pc (Madison et al.193
2019) for all pulsars, except for PSR J1022+1001 where we fit194
a constant solar wind amplitude (see also The EPTA Collabora-195
tion 2023). A study of the time-variable solar wind is part of an196
ongoing EPTA project (Niţu et al., in preparation).197

After DM variations, the second most prominent e↵ect of198
the interstellar medium at typical observing frequencies is the199
variation of the pulsar’s scattering timescale. This scales as ⌫�4200

Table 1. Noise model constants and hyper-parameter priors. All pri-
ors are uniform between the specified bounds. The term kDM = 2.41 ⇥
10�4cm�3pc MHz2s�1 is the DM constant.

Parameter Red DM Scatter

Kscale 12⇡2 k2
DM 12⇡2

↵ 0 2 4
Prior(log10(A)) -18.0 – -10.0 -18.0 – -10.0 -18.0 – -10.0

Prior(�) 0 – 7 0 – 7 0 – 7

and therefore can be separated from DM given enough coverage 201
in observing frequency. Variation in scattering timescale tends 202
to have more power at higher observing frequencies than DM 203
variations, but we still model it with a power law in the few cases 204
where it is important for the pulsars in our current data set. 205

For each of our time-correlated noise processes, we model
the noise of a process with chromatic index ↵ for a TOA at time
t and observing frequency ⌫ with a Fourier basis of Ncoef coe�-
cients as,

y(t) =
NcoefX

j=1

Yj
⇣
a j cos ( j!t) + b j sin ( j!t)

⌘  ⌫
⌫ref

!�↵
, (1)

where ! = 2⇡/Tspan for Tspan typically chosen to be the total ob-
serving time span, a j and b j are fit parameters with a Gaussian
priorN(0, 1) and Yj determined by the noise model hyperparam-
eters A and �. Specifically, we define Yj as

Yj =

s
A2

Kscale

syr3

Tspan

 
f j

fyr

!��
, (2)

where fyr = 1yr�1, syr = 31557600 s yr�1 converts years to sec- 206
onds with Tspan in seconds, and Kscale is a scale that can adjust the 207
units of A appropriately for the given noise process. In practise, 208
the parameters a j and b j are analytically marginalised following 209
the method described in Lentati et al. (2014) and implemented 210
in temponest and enterprise. 211

The choice of constants for each process, red noise, DM 212
noise and scattering variations, and the hyper-parameter priors 213
are given in Table 1. Achromatic red noise is scaled so that Ared 214
is the equivalent GWB amplitude in yr3/2, the DM variations are 215
given in temponest units of cm�3pc yr3/2s�1, and the scattering 216
variations are given as the equivalent amplitude of the red noise 217
(in yr3/2) at 1400 MHz. These units are chosen to match previous 218
publications and can be used directly in tempo2. 219

2.1.2. White noise 220

Temporally-uncorrelated white noise in pulsar timing residuals
needs to be modelled to e↵ectively estimate the precision of
pulsar timing parameters. For this work, we include the widely
adopted parameters 1 efac and equad where the diagonals of the
noise covariance matrix are scaled by

�2
scaled = EFAC2 ⇥ �2

original + EQUAD2. (3)

These parameters are applied for every observing backend 221
and are tagged with the -group flag in the EPTA data set. We 222
use uniform priors on EFAC (0.1 to 5) and log10(EQUAD) (�9 223
to �5). 224

1 However, some PTA collaborations use di↵erent notations
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GW signal
features of GW signal in timing residual
1. temporal correlation of O(1) years

2. common to multiple pulsars
→ Common Red Signal (CRS)

3. inter-pulsar correlation depending on angular separation
→ Hellings & Downs correlation

CONTENTS 6

GW in x direction (edge-on): n̂i = (1, 0, 0)

hGW
µν =

2π2/3(GM)5/3f2/3

c4D





0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 cos 2ωt 0
0 0 0 − cos 2ωt



 . (60)

Note that GW amplitude is proportional to f2/3 in both cases.
radiated energy and time scale of orbit decay

Ebinary = − GµM

2a
(61)

LGW =
G

5c5

[(
d3Īxx
dt3

)2

+

(
d3Īxy
dt3

)2

+ 2

(
d3Īxy
dt3

)2
]

=
32G4µ2M3

5c5a5
(62)

∣∣∣∣
Ebinary

LGW

∣∣∣∣ =
5c5a4

64G3µM2
=

5c5a4

64G3m3q(1 + q)

= 9.4× 109 yr

(
q(1 + q)

2

)−1( a

1 mpc

)4( m

106M"

)−3

= 8.2× 1010 yr

(
q(1 + q)

2

)−1( fGW

10−8 Hz

)−8/3( m

106M"

)−5/3

(63)

where m = m1 and q = m2/m1 < 1. A smaller mass ratio results in larger time scale.
We can see that orbit decay due to GW emission is not effective in Hubble time for
a > 1 mpc and m = 106M". It should be noted that the characteristic time scale

is proportional to f−8/3
GW . This is regarded as ”residence time”. Thus, if energy loss

is dominated by GW emission, there would be fewer binary systems emitting at high
GW frequencies compared to binary systems emitting at low GW frequencies.

∣∣∣∣
Ebinary

LGW

∣∣∣∣ = 760 yr

(
q(1 + q)

2

)−1( a

3 mpc

)4( m

109M"

)−3

(64)

∣∣∣∣
Ebinary

LGW

∣∣∣∣ = 3800 yr

(
q(1 + q)

2

)−1( fGW

10−7 Hz

)−8/3( m

109M"

)−5/3

(65)

eccentric binary
period

TKepler = 3π

√
a3

GM
= 3.0 yr

(
a

1 mpc

)3/2( M

106M"

)−1/2

(66)

TGW = π

√
a3

GM
= 1.5 yr

(
a

1 mpc

)3/2( m

106M"

)−1/2

(67)

fGW = 2.3× 10−8 Hz

(
a

1 mpc

)−3/2( m

106M"

)1/2

(68)

fGW = 1.4× 10−7 Hz

(
a

3 mpc

)−3/2( m

109M"

)1/2

(69)

1 pc = 3.0× 1016 m (70)



Hellings & Downs correlation
Hellings & Downs 1983
・correlation in timing residuals of 2 pulsars
・depends on angular separation
・”quadrupole” pattern of GW

θ pulsar A

pulsar B

GW
Earth

Chapter 3. Pulsar Timing 51 of 155

Figure 3.3: The normalized overlap reduction function for an isotropic SGWB in PTAs, more
commonly referred to as The Hellings & Downs Curve, since it was first shown in Hellings &
Downs (1983) [41]. Some instructive features of the curve are labeled.

The Nanohertz Gravitational Wave Astronomer S. R. Taylor

Taylor 2021
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Fourier component of redshift

z(f, Ω̂) =
(
1− e−2πifL(1+Ω̂·p̂)

)∑

A

hA(f, Ω̂)F
A(Ω̂) (153)

FA(Ω̂) =
1

2

p̂ip̂j

1 + Ω̂ · p̂
eAij(Ω̂) (154)

FA(Ω̂) is called the GW antenna response pattern.

R(t) ≡
∫ t

0
dt′z(t′) (155)

5.3. correlation

expectation value of inter-pulsar correlation of the redshifts for isotropic GW
background

〈zm(f)z∗n(f
′)〉 =

∫
d2Ω̂

∫
d2Ω̂′

(
1− e−2πifL(1+Ω̂·p̂m)

)(
1− e2πifL

′(1+Ω̂′·p̂n)
)

×
∑

A

∑

A′

(
FA
m(Ω̂)FA′

n (Ω̂′)〈hA(f, Ω̂)h
∗
A′(f ′, Ω̂′)〉

)

=
1

4
δ(f − f ′)Sh(f)

∫
d2Ω

4π
κmn(f, Ω̂)

∑

A

FA
m(Ω̂)FA

n (Ω̂)

≡ 1

6
δ(f − f ′)Sh(f)Γmn (156)

κmn(f, Ω̂) =
(
1− e−2πifL(1+Ω̂·p̂m)

)(
1− e2πifL

′(1+Ω̂·p̂n)
)

(157)

Γmn =
3

2

∫
d2Ω

4π
κmn(f, Ω̂)

∑

A

FA
m(Ω̂)FA

n (Ω̂) (158)

Because f ! 10−9 Hz and L ! 100 pc, we have fL/c ! 10 and the phase of the
exponential factor rapidly rotates with Ω̂ and does not contribute to the integration.
Thus, κmn(f, Ω̂) ≈ 1 for m '= n, κmm(f, Ω̂) ≈ 2.

overlapping reduction function

Γmn =
3

2
xmn lnxmn − 1

4
xmn +

1

2
(1 + δmn) (159)

xmn =
1− cos θmn

2
(θmn : 0 → π, xmn : 0 → 1) (160)

where θmn is the angular separation between two pulsars. The shape of correlation is
determined by this overlapping reduction function.

〈zm(f)z∗n(f
′)〉 = 1

6
δ(f − f ′)Sh(f)Γmn (161)

Γmn =
3

2
xmn lnxmn − 1

4
xmn +

1

2
(1 + δmn) (162)

xmn =
1− cos θmn

2
(θmn : 0 → π, xmn : 0 → 1) (163)
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3. Evidence for GW Background



worldwide announcement
6/29 UTC 0:00 : papers, arXivs, press release
・EPTA + InPTA
・NANOGrav
・PPTA
・CPTA

conclusion
・GW background signal : 2~4σ → evidence (detection)
・results from different PTAs are roughly consistent
・consistent with that from SMBH binaries
・cannot reject other sources



EPTA+InPTA
focus on EPTA+InPTA
similar analysis method for other PTAs
show comparison later
EPTA
・Effelsberg, Lovell, Nançay
Sardina, WSRT, LEAP

・25 pulsars, 24.5 years
InPTA
・uGMRT
・10 pulsars, 3.5 years
・low-frequency observation

the EPTA collaboration: EPTA-DR2

Fig. 1: Sky projection of the 25 pulsars included in the EPTA
DR2 dataset.

release containing data from the manual process. In the follow-391

ing paragraphs, we describe source selection, combination steps,392

and the resulting combined dataset in more detail.393

3.1. Source selection394

Due to the large number of telescope and back-end combina-395

tions across EPTA observatories, the heterogeneous recording396

and processing schemes, and the complex RFI environment in397

most telescopes, curation and vetting of EPTA data require long398

lead times. Furthermore, the noise modelling for individual pul-399

sars is computationally expensive, requiring a detailed and often400

iterative analysis of the possible noise models that may be ap-401

plicable for each pulsar dataset. For these reasons, we adopted402

a source selection scheme which maximises the detectability of403

a stochastic GWB through the SNR2
A statistic of Rosado et al.404

(2015); Speri et al. (2023),405

SNR2
A = 2

X

a>b

Z
�2

ab S 2( f ) Tab

Pa( f )Pb( f )
d f , (1)

taking into account the fact that each pulsar contributes di↵er-406

ently to the PTA response, due to its inherently distinct noise407

properties. The simple ranking produced through this scheme408

was then improved by applying the coupling matrix formalism409

introduced in Roebber (2019) as adapted by Speri et al. (2023) to410

prioritise pulsars that maximise the response to HD-like correla-411

tions while maintaining the ability to distinguish between com-412

peting dipolar and monopolar signals. Using this methodology,413

we found that a subset of 25 pulsars out of the 42 included in the414

DR1, were su�cient to recover at least 90 % to 98 % of the full415

array sensitivity to a simulated stochastic GW background with416

an amplitude of 3 ⇥ 10�15 and a spectral index of � = 13/3. The417

same subset of pulsars would also recover at least 95% of the to-418

tal sensitivity to a possible CGW source across all frequencies.419

These 25 pulsars comprise the EPTA DR2. Their distribution on420

the sky can be seen in Figure 1.421

3.2. Combination of the dataset422

We follow the timing and combination steps described in Ver-423

biest et al. (2016) and Desvignes et al. (2016) to combine the424

data across telescopes. For each pulsar, data from di↵erent tele-425

scopes were combined using tempo2 to form the joint dataset,426

starting with parameters from Desvignes et al. (2016) and us- 427

ing a summary TOA file, following Perera et al. (2019), Verbiest 428

et al. (2016) and Desvignes et al. (2016). To align the data from 429

di↵erent observing systems, we fitted for an arbitrary phase o↵- 430

set (commonly referred to as jump) for each subband/backend 431

combination, using the NUPPI subband centred at 1420 MHz as 432

our reference dataset. For a small number of individual back- 433

end datasets, discrete time o↵sets were detected and estimated 434

using multi-pulsar analysis. These were also removed using the 435

tempo2 “TIME” keyword. During certain observing runs, data 436

were collected using both legacy and new backends, or in both 437

single-telescope and LEAP modes. As these observations repre- 438

sented the same signal and noise, we eliminated the older back- 439

end and non-LEAP data. However, we kept the data outside the 440

LEAP bands to better constrain dispersion-measure (DM) varia- 441

tions. The overlapping data were removed after the jump values 442

were determined. Using this final set of currated TOAs, the tim- 443

ing parameters were fitted for iteratively using tempo2, until the 444

linearised timing solution converged. For each of the pulsars, we 445

then investigated the likelihood of introducing new timing pa- 446

rameters using a 5� detection threshold, as well as a number of 447

F�statistic tests and information criteria. 448

The parameters included in each timing model are listed in 449

Tables B.1 to B.7. In brief, all timing models include the spin 450

frequency and its derivative, DM and its first and second deriva- 451

tive, the astrometric parameters (position, proper motions, and 452

in several cases the annual parallax). For binary pulsars, we 453

included fits for five Keplerian parameters and a selection of 454

post-Keplerian (pK) parameters, depending on the pulsar. We 455

note that we used spherical coordinates to fit for the positions 456

of most pulsars, except for PSRs J0030+0451, J1022+1001 and 457

J1730�2304, for which we used elliptical coordinates, as their 458

ecliptic latitude is less than 1 deg. We used the DE440 ver- 459

sion of the JPL solar system ephemeris (Park et al. 2021) and 460

TT(BIPM2021) (Petit 2009)6 as our reference clock standard. 461

We also applied the default spherical of the Solar Wind electron 462

density model implemented in tempo2 to correct for solar wind- 463

related DM variations, fixing the average density in the ecliptic 464

plane at 1 au to 7.9 cm�3(Madison et al. 2019) following Tiburzi 465

et al. (2021), except for PSR J1022+1001, as described in Sec- 466

tion 3.4. 467

The combination scheme described above produced the full 468

EPTA DR2 dataset, an overview of which can be found in Fig- 469

ure 2. This dataset is used in the pulsar timing analysis presented 470

below, as well as in associated work, namely the single-pulsar 471

noise modelling in the EPTA and InPTA Collaborations (2023a), 472

and the the search for GWs in the EPTA and InPTA Collabora- 473

tions (2023b). Based on the full DR2 dataset, we also produced 474

additional dataset versions for GW searches. Details for these 475

versions can be found in Appendix A, as well as in the EPTA and 476

InPTA Collaborations (2023a) and the EPTA and InPTA Collab- 477

orations (2023b). 478

3.3. Outlier analysis 479

The EPTA DR2 dataset was checked for outliers using the fol- 480

lowing procedures. The first step to eliminate outliers was per- 481

formed when compiling single telescope data, either by custom 482

automated data flagging or manual inspection. After initial com- 483

bination, outstanding outliers, such as TOAs with residuals o↵set 484

by more than 10 times the root mean square (rms) of the timing 485

solutions, were flagged and the observation archives reinspected. 486

6 https://www.bipm.org/en/time-ftp/tt-bipm-
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noise model
timing residual of J0030+0451

select noise model & estimate parameters from timing residual
・white noise : no time correlation
・red noise (RN) : achromatic time-correlated
・dispersion measure noise (DM) : chromatic time-correlated
・scattering variation (SV) : chromatic time-correlated



noise model
timing residual of J0030+0451

European Pulsar Timing Array DR2: Noise Budget

Table 4. Favoured models listed for the 25 pulsars using both EPTA and InPTA data (for 10 common MSPs; DR2full+) along with estimated values
for chromatic and achromatic noise models. The second column lists the PTAs that contributed to the dataset for each pulsar. The third column
reports the favoured model. Columns 4 to 9 report the estimated number of coe�cients, amplitude, and slope (medians with 95% confidence
intervals) for the achromatic and chromatic noise processes, respectively. The last column reports the total time span for each of the pulsars.

Pulsar PTA Favoured Red noise DM noise Time span
Models Ncoef A � Ncoef A � yr

J0030+0451 EPTA RN 10 �14.93+0.83
�1.1 5.49+1.93

�1.56 X X X 21.96
J0613�0200 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 10 �14.99+0.94

�1.24 5.34+2.06
�1.6 129 �11.58+0.06

�0.06 1.34+0.28
�0.26 23.83

J0751+1807 EPTA+InPTA DM X X X 115 �11.72+0.2
�0.2 2.69+0.51

�0.49 25.12
J0900�3144 EPTA RN+DM 135 �12.76+0.09

�0.08 1.06+0.28
�0.27 150 �11.94+0.67

�0.87 3.89+2.12
�1.79 13.64

J1012+5307 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 149 �13.03+0.05
�0.04 1.21+0.17

�0.17 47 �11.95+0.11
�0.12 1.74+0.39

�0.37 24.61
J1022+1001 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 30 �13.8+0.51

�0.99 3.01+1.55
�0.97 100 �11.46+0.09

�0.08 0.14+0.26
�0.13 25.37

J1024�0719 EPTA DM X X X 34 �11.82+0.18
�0.21 2.46+0.87

�0.66 23.14
J1455�3330 EPTA RN 49 �13.26+0.28

�0.49 2.21+1.35
�1.04 X X X 15.72

J1600�3053 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 21 �14.05+0.49
�0.89 2.86+1.99

�1.24 148 �11.46+0.04
�0.04 1.99+0.12

�0.12 15.42
J1640+2224 EPTA DM X X X 145 �11.66+0.14

�0.13 0.48+0.49
�0.4 24.44

J1713+0747 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 12 �14.19+0.27
�0.29 3.28+0.66

�0.63 148 �11.86+0.05
�0.04 1.59+0.19

�0.19 24.5
J1730�2304 EPTA DM X X X 10 �11.56+0.55

�0.57 2.22+1.56
�1.45 16.1

J1738+0333 EPTA RN 11 �12.93+0.36
�0.4 2.14+1.31

�1.2 X X X 14.12
J1744�1134 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 10 �14.12+0.41

�0.72 3.45+1.19
�0.75 150 �11.82+0.1

�0.07 0.26+0.37
�0.23 25.14

J1751�2857 EPTA DM X X X 41 �11.08+0.22
�0.33 2.13+0.99

�0.7 14.69
J1801�1417 EPTA DM X X X 14 �10.73+0.27

�0.26 1.68+1.16
�1.06 13.71

J1804�2717 EPTA DM X X X 38 �11.19+0.18
�0.83 0.78+2.95

�0.71 14.73
J1843�1113 EPTA DM X X X 73 �11.03+0.08

�0.08 2.07+0.36
�0.31 16.8

J1857+0943 EPTA+InPTA DM X X X 11 �11.86+0.27
�0.28 2.88+0.66

�0.62 25.11
J1909�3744 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 20 �14.89+0.78

�0.85 4.77+1.96
�1.79 150 �11.85+0.05

�0.05 1.31+0.16
�0.15 17.14

J1910+1256 EPTA DM X X X 10 �11.71+0.66
�0.84 2.98+2.38

�1.87 15.21
J1911+1347 EPTA DM X X X 10 �11.98+0.39

�0.47 3.06+1.36
�1.06 14.2

J1918�0642 EPTA DM X X X 138 �12.09+0.4
�0.44 3.49+1.13

�1.06 19.71
J2124�3358 EPTA+InPTA DM X X X 18 �11.77+0.34

�0.39 2.07+1.09
�0.98 17.15

J2322+2057 EPTA NONE X X X X X X 14.68

PSR J1012+5307 (Category 3) – DR2full has a tightly con-
strained posterior for DM and achromatic noise. The achromatic
index is very flat < 2 and appears to be dominated by the high-
frequency power above 1/yr. DR2new finds similar achromatic
noise, and similar amplitude DM variations, but is barely able
to constrain �DM. We speculate that this is because the longer
dataset of DR2full can rule out very steep DM variations given
the absence of steep achromatic noise. DR1 finds achromatic
noise with a marginally steeper spectrum and finds an upper limit
on DM variations just below that observed in the DR2full data.

PSR J1022+1001 (Category 2) – DR2full and DR2new
are consistent with each other and show a very flat spectrum
DM variation and an achromatic noise with �red ⇠ 4. The flat-
spectrum DM variation in this pulsar could likely be due to high-
frequency residuals remaining from the solar wind contribution
as this pulsar passes close to the ecliptic. A revised interpreta-
tion is given in Section 5.1, after performing a chromatic index
evaluation for each time-correlated component. DR1 showed flat
spectrum achromatic noise and little variation in DM. We sus-
pect that this may be a leakage from DM variations due to the

limited frequency coverage. We account for the solar wind by fit-
ting for the NE-SW parameter as part of the timing model, which
results in an estimated value of 10.9 ± 0.3 cm�3 relative to the
constant value of 7.9 cm�3 in the other pulsars.

PSR J1024�0719 (Category 2) – DR1 showed a marginal
detection of DM variations with a steep spectral index. DR2full
and DR2new both find only DM variations consistent with Kol-
mogorov and incompatible with the DR1 value. We find that
the DR2full and DR2new models seem more plausible, but they
could indicate the presence of smooth DM structures in the early
DR1 data.

PSR J1455�3330 (Category 1) – The three datasets are
largely consistent. DR1 cannot distinguish between DM and
achromatic noise, but the better frequency coverage of DR2full
and DR2new finds only achromatic noise. The DR2full posteri-
ors are more tightly constrained, particularly in �red.

PSR J1600�3053 (Category 3) – DR1 has fairly flat spec-
trum DM variations, which are split into flat-spectrum scattering
delay variations and steep (than Kolmogorov) DM variations in
DR2full and DR2new.
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Table 4. Favoured models listed for the 25 pulsars using both EPTA and InPTA data (for 10 common MSPs; DR2full+) along with estimated values
for chromatic and achromatic noise models. The second column lists the PTAs that contributed to the dataset for each pulsar. The third column
reports the favoured model. Columns 4 to 9 report the estimated number of coe�cients, amplitude, and slope (medians with 95% confidence
intervals) for the achromatic and chromatic noise processes, respectively. The last column reports the total time span for each of the pulsars.

Pulsar PTA Favoured Red noise DM noise Time span
Models Ncoef A � Ncoef A � yr

J0030+0451 EPTA RN 10 �14.93+0.83
�1.1 5.49+1.93

�1.56 X X X 21.96
J0613�0200 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 10 �14.99+0.94

�1.24 5.34+2.06
�1.6 129 �11.58+0.06

�0.06 1.34+0.28
�0.26 23.83

J0751+1807 EPTA+InPTA DM X X X 115 �11.72+0.2
�0.2 2.69+0.51

�0.49 25.12
J0900�3144 EPTA RN+DM 135 �12.76+0.09

�0.08 1.06+0.28
�0.27 150 �11.94+0.67

�0.87 3.89+2.12
�1.79 13.64

J1012+5307 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 149 �13.03+0.05
�0.04 1.21+0.17

�0.17 47 �11.95+0.11
�0.12 1.74+0.39

�0.37 24.61
J1022+1001 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 30 �13.8+0.51

�0.99 3.01+1.55
�0.97 100 �11.46+0.09

�0.08 0.14+0.26
�0.13 25.37

J1024�0719 EPTA DM X X X 34 �11.82+0.18
�0.21 2.46+0.87

�0.66 23.14
J1455�3330 EPTA RN 49 �13.26+0.28

�0.49 2.21+1.35
�1.04 X X X 15.72

J1600�3053 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 21 �14.05+0.49
�0.89 2.86+1.99

�1.24 148 �11.46+0.04
�0.04 1.99+0.12

�0.12 15.42
J1640+2224 EPTA DM X X X 145 �11.66+0.14

�0.13 0.48+0.49
�0.4 24.44

J1713+0747 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 12 �14.19+0.27
�0.29 3.28+0.66

�0.63 148 �11.86+0.05
�0.04 1.59+0.19

�0.19 24.5
J1730�2304 EPTA DM X X X 10 �11.56+0.55

�0.57 2.22+1.56
�1.45 16.1

J1738+0333 EPTA RN 11 �12.93+0.36
�0.4 2.14+1.31

�1.2 X X X 14.12
J1744�1134 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 10 �14.12+0.41

�0.72 3.45+1.19
�0.75 150 �11.82+0.1

�0.07 0.26+0.37
�0.23 25.14

J1751�2857 EPTA DM X X X 41 �11.08+0.22
�0.33 2.13+0.99

�0.7 14.69
J1801�1417 EPTA DM X X X 14 �10.73+0.27

�0.26 1.68+1.16
�1.06 13.71

J1804�2717 EPTA DM X X X 38 �11.19+0.18
�0.83 0.78+2.95

�0.71 14.73
J1843�1113 EPTA DM X X X 73 �11.03+0.08

�0.08 2.07+0.36
�0.31 16.8

J1857+0943 EPTA+InPTA DM X X X 11 �11.86+0.27
�0.28 2.88+0.66

�0.62 25.11
J1909�3744 EPTA+InPTA RN+DM 20 �14.89+0.78

�0.85 4.77+1.96
�1.79 150 �11.85+0.05

�0.05 1.31+0.16
�0.15 17.14

J1910+1256 EPTA DM X X X 10 �11.71+0.66
�0.84 2.98+2.38

�1.87 15.21
J1911+1347 EPTA DM X X X 10 �11.98+0.39

�0.47 3.06+1.36
�1.06 14.2

J1918�0642 EPTA DM X X X 138 �12.09+0.4
�0.44 3.49+1.13

�1.06 19.71
J2124�3358 EPTA+InPTA DM X X X 18 �11.77+0.34

�0.39 2.07+1.09
�0.98 17.15

J2322+2057 EPTA NONE X X X X X X 14.68

PSR J1012+5307 (Category 3) – DR2full has a tightly con-
strained posterior for DM and achromatic noise. The achromatic
index is very flat < 2 and appears to be dominated by the high-
frequency power above 1/yr. DR2new finds similar achromatic
noise, and similar amplitude DM variations, but is barely able
to constrain �DM. We speculate that this is because the longer
dataset of DR2full can rule out very steep DM variations given
the absence of steep achromatic noise. DR1 finds achromatic
noise with a marginally steeper spectrum and finds an upper limit
on DM variations just below that observed in the DR2full data.

PSR J1022+1001 (Category 2) – DR2full and DR2new
are consistent with each other and show a very flat spectrum
DM variation and an achromatic noise with �red ⇠ 4. The flat-
spectrum DM variation in this pulsar could likely be due to high-
frequency residuals remaining from the solar wind contribution
as this pulsar passes close to the ecliptic. A revised interpreta-
tion is given in Section 5.1, after performing a chromatic index
evaluation for each time-correlated component. DR1 showed flat
spectrum achromatic noise and little variation in DM. We sus-
pect that this may be a leakage from DM variations due to the

limited frequency coverage. We account for the solar wind by fit-
ting for the NE-SW parameter as part of the timing model, which
results in an estimated value of 10.9 ± 0.3 cm�3 relative to the
constant value of 7.9 cm�3 in the other pulsars.

PSR J1024�0719 (Category 2) – DR1 showed a marginal
detection of DM variations with a steep spectral index. DR2full
and DR2new both find only DM variations consistent with Kol-
mogorov and incompatible with the DR1 value. We find that
the DR2full and DR2new models seem more plausible, but they
could indicate the presence of smooth DM structures in the early
DR1 data.

PSR J1455�3330 (Category 1) – The three datasets are
largely consistent. DR1 cannot distinguish between DM and
achromatic noise, but the better frequency coverage of DR2full
and DR2new finds only achromatic noise. The DR2full posteri-
ors are more tightly constrained, particularly in �red.

PSR J1600�3053 (Category 3) – DR1 has fairly flat spec-
trum DM variations, which are split into flat-spectrum scattering
delay variations and steep (than Kolmogorov) DM variations in
DR2full and DR2new.
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for 25 pulsars

RN is identified
for 11 pulsars.



signal models
4 types of red noise
・PSRN : pulsar specific red noise
・CURN : common uncorrelated red noise
・GWB : common + quadrupole (GW background)
・CLK : common + monopole (clock error)
・EPH : common + dipole (solar system ephemeris error)

These can be identified by seeing inter-pulsar correlation.



HD correlation
inter-pulsar correlation for
Common Red Signal
・10 angle bins
・at least 30 pairs in each bin
・roughly consistent but
slightly larger than HD at
around 90 deg

A&A proofs: manuscript no. eptadr2_gwb_25psr

Fig. 5: Binned overlap reduction function. Blue is for DR2full while orange is for DR2new. The left panel shows violins of the
posterior of the correlation coe�cients averaged at ten bins of angular separations with 30 pulsar pairs each. The black line is the
HD curve based on theoretical expectation of a GWB signal. The grey histogram is the arbitrarily normalised distribution of the
number of pulsar pairs at di↵erent angular separations. The right panel is the corresponding 2D posterior for the amplitude and
spectral index of the common correlated signal, showing 1/2/3 � contours.

Fig. 6: Constraints on the overlap reduction function from the
optimal statistic. Blue and orange points indicate the results for
DR2full and DR2new respectively. The correlation coe�cients
for each pair of pulsars are weighted and averaged following the
description in Allen & Romano (2022) and grouped in the same
way as those in Figure 5 for comparison. The HD correlation is
plotted as a black line for reference.

4.3. Significance tests

To quantitatively estimate the significance of the hypothesis that
a GWB signal with HD correlation is present in the data, the null
hypothesis distribution need to be constructed. Many repetitions
of an experiment need to be performed in order to define a strict
p-value. This is, unfortunately, not possible for PTAs. Thus, we
can only attempt to find a good proxy to estimate the true statis-
tical p-value for the null hypothesis. In the following, we refer
to the estimated value from our proxy methods as p-values for
simplicity. The respective distributions can be constructed in two
di↵erent ways, by introducing random phase shifts in the Fourier
basis of the common red noise process (Taylor et al. 2017) or
by moving the positions of the pulsars in the sky via a random
scramble (Cornish & Sampson 2016). The aim of both methods

is to e↵ectively destroy the distinctive cross-pulsar correlations,
unique to the GWB signal, while retaining the individual pulsar
noise characteristics. One should emphasise that both methods
should be robust against any mismodelled features in the data
set, therefore they, in general, provide more conservative esti-
mates of the significance in comparison to the possibly oversim-
plified noise simulation bootstrapping.

The distributions of BFs under the null hypothesis (PSRN +
CURN) were constructed for DR2full and DR2new using about
200 and 2000 phase shifts, respectively and are displayed in the
upper panel of Figure 7. The DR2full measured BF from Ta-
ble 5 lies within the 2� range of the null hypothesis distribu-
tion with a p-value of 0.04. The p-value for the BF derived with
the DR2new data set reaches a statistically interesting value of
0.0005, which corresponds to the 3� level of significance (’ev-
idence’). The analysis was performed using both ENTERPRISE
and FORTYTWO and shows consistent results between the two
software packages. This significance test was repeated for the
OS S/N values for the HD correlation and results are shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 7. For DR2full a p-value of 0.07
is found. None of the 10000 realisations produced a S/N that is
comparable to what has been found in DR2new. Therefore, only
an upper limit can be set for the p-value < 0.0001, which corre-
sponds to a significance of > 3.5�.

Figure 8 shows the null distribution obtained with sky scram-
bles in the OS analysis in the top panel. A matching threshold of
0.2 for any two sky scrambles was imposed to produce about
5000 samples. A large di↵erence particularly in the high S/N
tail of the density functions can be found between DR2full and
DR2new. The p-value for DR2full of 0.08 is comparable to that
obtained with the phase shifts. This could indicate that in the low
S/N regime, both methods produce reliable null distributions. In
the high S/N regime, however, with DR2new the sky scramble
p-value of 0.004 is not consistent with the phase shift method.

The bottom panel of Figure 8 compares p-values from sim-
ulations, theoretical computation and the two methods. A null
distribution was generated using a set of realistic simulations re-
sembling the statistical properties of the real DR2new data set
and with the injected CURN only. The noise parameters as well
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Fig. 1: Spectral properties of a CRS assuming HD correlations. The left panel shows the free spectrum, the independent measurement
of common power at each frequency bin, for the two versions of the EPTA-only data set. The right panel shows the 1/2/3� contour
of the 2D posterior distribution of amplitude and spectral index when modelling the spectrum with a power law. In both panels,
results for DR2full are in blue, while those of DR2new are in orange. The solid lines in the left panel are the power law best-fits to
the GWB (see main text for the parameters of the fit), while the vertical dashed line indicates the position of f = 1 yr�1. The vertical
dashed line in the right panel denotes � = 13/3.

Table 2: 90% credible regions for the power law parameters constraints in the di↵erent Bayesian analyses with DE440 for both
DR2full and DR2new. The analyses included the search for common uncorrelated red noise (CURN), gravitational wave background
(GWB), and a common correlated signal with overlap reduction function (ORF) modelled with di↵erent methods (binned ORF,
Chebyshev ORF, and Legendre ORF).

DR2full DR2new

Software +Model log10 ACRS �CRS log10 ACRS �CRS

ENTERPRISE + CURN �14.53+0.29
�0.44 4.13+0.80

�0.59 �14.00+0.28
�0.77 2.91+1.72

�0.87

FORTYTWO + CURN �14.52+0.30
�0.40 4.12+0.74

�0.60 �14.00+0.27
�0.66 2.91+1.51

�0.85

ENTERPRISE + GWB �14.54+0.28
�0.41 4.19+0.73

�0.63 �13.94+0.23
�0.48 2.71+1.18

�0.71

FORTYTWO + GWB �14.53+0.30
�0.40 4.16+0.74

�0.66 �13.94+0.24
�0.55 2.71+1.30

�0.75

ENTERPRISE + Binned ORF �14.47+0.27
�0.35 4.10+0.64

�0.56 �13.89+0.22
�0.32 2.63+0.86

�0.71

FORTYTWO + Binned ORF �14.49+0.29
�0.39 4.11+0.72

�0.62 �13.87+0.22
�0.37 2.58+0.98

�0.74

ENTERPRISE + Chebyshev ORF �14.50+0.32
�0.40 4.17+0.73

�0.72 �13.87+0.22
�0.31 2.57+0.86

�0.76

ENTERPRISE + Legendre ORF �14.51+0.30
�0.40 4.19+0.74

�0.63 �13.89+0.23
�0.35 2.59+0.98

�0.72

Table 3: Z-score (in number of �) produced by the tensiometer package, detailed in Raveri & Doux (2021) when comparing
posteriors produced by various data sets and software packages. The second column compares the posteriors between the DR2new
and DR2full data set while employing ENTERPRISE and FORTYTWO (in brackets). On the contrary, the third column compares the
posteriors given by the ENTERPRISE and FORTYTWO software packages running on the DR2new and DR2full data sets (in brackets).

Data set comparison Software package comparison

DR2new vs DR2full ENTERPRISE vs FORTYTWO

ENTERPRISE (FORTYTWO) DR2new (DR2full)

CURN 1.06 (1.15) 0.0063 (0.0274)

GWB 1.50 (1.49) 0.006 (0.0229)

Binned ORF 1.69 (1.68) 0.002 (0.0325)
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model selection
model selection by comparing Bayes factor of various signal
models and “individual red noise & common red noise”
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Table 5: Model selection for di↵erent inter-pulsar correlation models for a common red signal (CRS). We present Bayes factors
(BF), for di↵erent CRS models against the CURN model. We assume the DE440 SSE fit and use the PSRN+CURN model as the
reference model. The model component acronyms are: (i) PSRN = individual Pulsar noise, (ii) CURN = common uncorrelated
red noise, (iii) GWB = gravitational wave background with quadrupolar (HD) angular correlation, (iv) CLK = common signal with
monopolar spatial correlation, as expected from a clock error, (v) EPH = common signal with dipolar spatial correlation, as expected
from SSE errors.

DR2full DR2full+ DR2new DR2new+

ID Model ENTERPRISE FORTYTWO ENTERPRISE ENTERPRISE FORTYTWO ENTERPRISE

1 PSRN + CURN – – – – – –

2 PSRN + GWB 4 5 4 60 62 65

3 PSRN + CLK < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.2 1.2 0.3

4 PSRN + EPH < 0.01 ⇠ 10�4 < 0.01 0.2 0.2 1.3

5 PSRN + CURN + CLK 2 1 2.7 0.8 2 1.6

6 PSRN + CURN + EPH 1 0.1 1 1 1 1.6

7 PSRN + GWB + CURN 3 3 4 27 13 25

8 PSRN + GWB + CLK 5 12 7 28 35 57

9 PSRN + GWB + EPH 3 3 3.6 33 29 43

DR2new. Both estimates overlap with the Bayesian value within
their 90% credible region. The median value for the OS S/N esti-
mate for a HD-correlated process increases from 1.3 in DR2full
to 3.5 for DR2new. The A2 and S/N distributions of the correlated
processes as estimated by the OS are shown in Figure 3, which
further highlight the HD correlated signal emerging in DR2new.

Although we fixed � = 13/3 in the previous analysis, the OS
can also be computed for a common red process with an arbi-
trary spectral slope. Figure 4 shows how the OS amplitude and
S/N of the DR2new data subset change as we vary the spectral
index � of the CRS model. We increased � from 1.0 to 5.0 in
steps of 0.5 and also included � = 13/3 to show the expected
spectral index of a stationary ensemble of inspiralling SMBHBs.
We evaluate the S/N for the monopole, dipole, and HD corre-
lations for each �. The median of the HD S/N appears to peak
around a � of 2.0, broadly consistent with the shallow posterior
found in the Bayesian analysis (cf. the right panel of Figure 1).
The spread of the histograms, however, means that S/N values
are self-consistent across the whole range of �.

4.2. Spatial correlation constraints

After checking for spectral properties, we reconstruct the spatial
correlation of the common red signal. The results of the Bayesian
search for the correlations with ten binned free parameters and a
common red signal power law are shown in Figure 5. The bins
are chosen so that each of them contains 30 pulsar pairs. The
grey-shaded histogram represents the distribution of pulsar pairs
as a function of separation. Since the pulsar distribution is con-
centrated in the galactic plane, we have more pairs at small an-
gular separations compared to an array of pulsars uniformly dis-
tributed across the sky. However, broad coverage of all angles is
still achieved with the 25 pulsars chosen using the ranking proce-
dure of Speri et al. (2023). When comparing the DR2full ORF
constraints with those of DR2new, one can see that the latter ap-
pears much more consistent with the expected HD correlation.

In particular, the bins around 60, 80 and 135 degrees (i.e. the
fifth, sixth, and ninth bins) have more positive correlation coe�-
cients in DR2full. These appear to be responsible for the signal
in DR2full being consistent with a CURN and a monopole, as
also implied by the OS amplitude and S/N for a monopole corre-
lation reported in Table 4. In contrast, DR2new is very consistent
with a HD-correlated process. We also use Chebyshev and Leg-
endre decompositions for the ORF in the Bayesian analysis and
find ORF and power law constraints that are consistent with the
binned free parameter analysis presented here; see Appendix A.

For comparison, the spatial correlations computed with the
OS marginalised over the pulsar noise parameters are shown in
Figure 6, where the correlation coe�cients have been obtained
by scaling to the median amplitude at fixed � = 13/3, as given
in Table 4. For each noise realisation, only the median values of
the pulsar pair correlation are used. While Bayesian analysis av-
erages the correlation within each bin, the OS uses each pulsar
pair independently and fits the best correlation across all pairs.
For comparison and visual purposes, we choose the same bin-
ning and avoid showing 300 individual pulsar pairs. Although
the two methods give broadly comparable ORF constraints, sev-
eral di↵erences can be found. Firstly, the first bin with the pul-
sar pairs with the closest separations deviates away from the HD
and is consistent with no correlation. Second, the fourth and sev-
enth bins drop significantly into negative correlations. These dips
are most prominent in DR2full, while DR2new follows the HD
curve more closely. Consistent with the Bayesian evaluation, the
OS reconstruction also shows prominent positive correlations for
the fifth, sixth, and ninth bins in the DR2full data set, making
the overall curve inconsistent with HD.

To quantify how likely the data set is actually showing ev-
idence for a GWB with HD correlation, we compute Bayes
factors comparing di↵erent spatial correlations: Hellings-Downs
(HD) correlations that arise from a GWB, monopole correlations
that could be produced by clock errors (CLK) and dipole cor-
relations that could be due to SSE systematics (EPH). Firstly,
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EPTA+InPTA: GWB Search

Fig. 7: 1�cumulative density function (CDF) from phase shifts.
The top panel is for the Bayes factors for PSRN+GWB versus
PSRN+CURN using ENTERPRISE (EP) and FORTYTWO (42). It
should be noted that due to the computational cost, we calcu-
lated only a limited number of phase-shifted BFs. This could
explain the di↵erences in the 1�CDFs. The OS S/N for the HD
correlation with ENTERPRISE is shown in the bottom panel. Blue
lines are for DR2full while orange lines are for DR2new. Verti-
cal lines are the measured Bayes factor for PSRN+GWB versus
PSRN+CURN reported in Table 5 or the OS S/NHD reported in
Table 4 respectively. The estimated p-values for each method are
given in the legends.

as the amplitude and slope of the CURN for the null distribu-
tion were taken as random samples from the posteriors of the
CURN search with DR2new. Additionally, we compare these p-
values with those obtained from the theoretical null distribution
described by generalised �2 (GX2) distributions and derived in
Hazboun et al. (2023). The distribution is computed by fixing the
noise parameters to the median values of the posteriors5.

Both null distributions are compared to the proxy distribu-
tions obtained via phase shifting and sky scrambling. For con-
sistency, instead of using the real data set, a target data set was
simulated using the same procedure as the simulations for the
null distribution, but with GWB injected instead of CURN. The
lowest p-value of 0.002 is obtained using phase shifts. The most

5 This di↵erence in how the parameters for the pulsar noise are cho-
sen between the simulated and theoretical null distributions can explain
the more conservative p-value for the former. As the randomly drawn
parameters for the simulations could allow for more large S/Ns to be
found by chance.

Fig. 8: 1�cumulative density function (CDF) from sky-
scrambled optimal statistic HD S/N distributions and a compar-
ison between di↵erent methods. In the top panel, the blue his-
tograms are for DR2full while the orange histograms are for
DR2new. Vertical lines are the measured S/NHD values reported
in Table 4. The large discrepancy between the two data sets could
be an indication that some remaining signal is still present after
the scrambling, especially in the strong S/N regime. More checks
need to be performed to assess the validity of this method. The
bottom panel compares a simulated null distribution in cyan, the
generalised �2 (GX2) distribution from (Hazboun et al. 2023) in
purple and the two proxy methods of phase shifting in orange
and sky scrambling in green. At the measured value from the
DR2new, the two methods di↵er by a factor of a few. The esti-
mated p-values for each method are given in the legends.

conservative number is obtained when using all sky scrambles
without introducing any threshold or weighting with the p-value
of 0.008. At S/NHD = 3.5 the p-values of the simulated (0.006)
and theoretical (0.003) null distributions lie between those from
phase shifting and sky scrambling, see Figure 8. We have tested
introducing thresholds on the match between the true and scram-
bled pulsar positions and amongst the scrambles themselves and
found that in general smaller thresholds lead to a decrease in the
proxy null distribution. Similar results are obtained when adding
weights to account for the di↵erent contributions from each pul-
sar. From all the above we can conclude that the p-value for the
S/N found with DR2new should be ⇠ 0.004, which was also ob-
tained with sky scrambling at a threshold of 0.2 and no weights.
The inconsistencies between the p-values obtained with the real
and simulated target data sets can be due to the incompleteness
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statistical significance
statistical significance of GWB
[1] red noise in individual pulsars
[2] common red noise
[3] inter-pulse correlation

To evaluate the significance of [3]
given [2], mock data are generated
from observation data
・change the phase of red noise
power spectrum randomly

・change the position of pulsars randomly
→ 0.05% (~3σ) significance



comparison : HD
・comparison of EPTA+InPTA
(DR2full+), NANOGrav & PPTA

・roughly consistent
・contaminated by monopole?A&A proofs: manuscript no. eptadr2_gwb_25psr

Fig. 5: Binned overlap reduction function. Blue is for DR2full while orange is for DR2new. The left panel shows violins of the
posterior of the correlation coe�cients averaged at ten bins of angular separations with 30 pulsar pairs each. The black line is the
HD curve based on theoretical expectation of a GWB signal. The grey histogram is the arbitrarily normalised distribution of the
number of pulsar pairs at di↵erent angular separations. The right panel is the corresponding 2D posterior for the amplitude and
spectral index of the common correlated signal, showing 1/2/3 � contours.

Fig. 6: Constraints on the overlap reduction function from the
optimal statistic. Blue and orange points indicate the results for
DR2full and DR2new respectively. The correlation coe�cients
for each pair of pulsars are weighted and averaged following the
description in Allen & Romano (2022) and grouped in the same
way as those in Figure 5 for comparison. The HD correlation is
plotted as a black line for reference.

4.3. Significance tests

To quantitatively estimate the significance of the hypothesis that
a GWB signal with HD correlation is present in the data, the null
hypothesis distribution need to be constructed. Many repetitions
of an experiment need to be performed in order to define a strict
p-value. This is, unfortunately, not possible for PTAs. Thus, we
can only attempt to find a good proxy to estimate the true statis-
tical p-value for the null hypothesis. In the following, we refer
to the estimated value from our proxy methods as p-values for
simplicity. The respective distributions can be constructed in two
di↵erent ways, by introducing random phase shifts in the Fourier
basis of the common red noise process (Taylor et al. 2017) or
by moving the positions of the pulsars in the sky via a random
scramble (Cornish & Sampson 2016). The aim of both methods

is to e↵ectively destroy the distinctive cross-pulsar correlations,
unique to the GWB signal, while retaining the individual pulsar
noise characteristics. One should emphasise that both methods
should be robust against any mismodelled features in the data
set, therefore they, in general, provide more conservative esti-
mates of the significance in comparison to the possibly oversim-
plified noise simulation bootstrapping.

The distributions of BFs under the null hypothesis (PSRN +
CURN) were constructed for DR2full and DR2new using about
200 and 2000 phase shifts, respectively and are displayed in the
upper panel of Figure 7. The DR2full measured BF from Ta-
ble 5 lies within the 2� range of the null hypothesis distribu-
tion with a p-value of 0.04. The p-value for the BF derived with
the DR2new data set reaches a statistically interesting value of
0.0005, which corresponds to the 3� level of significance (’ev-
idence’). The analysis was performed using both ENTERPRISE
and FORTYTWO and shows consistent results between the two
software packages. This significance test was repeated for the
OS S/N values for the HD correlation and results are shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 7. For DR2full a p-value of 0.07
is found. None of the 10000 realisations produced a S/N that is
comparable to what has been found in DR2new. Therefore, only
an upper limit can be set for the p-value < 0.0001, which corre-
sponds to a significance of > 3.5�.

Figure 8 shows the null distribution obtained with sky scram-
bles in the OS analysis in the top panel. A matching threshold of
0.2 for any two sky scrambles was imposed to produce about
5000 samples. A large di↵erence particularly in the high S/N
tail of the density functions can be found between DR2full and
DR2new. The p-value for DR2full of 0.08 is comparable to that
obtained with the phase shifts. This could indicate that in the low
S/N regime, both methods produce reliable null distributions. In
the high S/N regime, however, with DR2new the sky scramble
p-value of 0.004 is not consistent with the phase shift method.

The bottom panel of Figure 8 compares p-values from sim-
ulations, theoretical computation and the two methods. A null
distribution was generated using a set of realistic simulations re-
sembling the statistical properties of the real DR2new data set
and with the injected CURN only. The noise parameters as well
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Figure 1. Summary of the main Bayesian and optimal-statistic analyses presented in this paper, which establish multiple lines
of evidence for the presence of Hellings–Downs correlations in the 15-year NANOGrav data set. Throughout we refer to the
68.3%, 95.4%, and 99.7% regions of distributions as 1/2/3� regions, even in two dimensions. (a): Bayesian “free-spectrum”
analysis, showing posteriors (gray violins) of independent variance parameters for a Hellings–Downs-correlated stochastic process
at frequencies i/T , with T the total data set time span. The blue represents the posterior median and 1/2� posterior bandsa

for a power-law model; the dashed black line corresponds to a � = 13/3 (SMBHB-like) power-law, plotted with the median
posterior amplitude. See §3 for more details. (b): Posterior probability distribution of GWB amplitude and spectral exponent
in a HD power-law model, showing 1/2/3� credible regions. The value �GWB = 13/3 (dashed black line) is included in the 99%
credible region. The amplitude is referenced to fref = 1yr�1 (blue) and 0.1 yr�1 (orange). The dashed blue and orange curves
in the log

10
AGWB subpanel shows its marginal posterior density for a � = 13/3 model, with fref = 1yr�1 and fref = 0.1 yr�1,

respectively. See §3 for more details. (c): Angular-separation–binned inter-pulsar correlations, measured from 2,211 distinct
pairings in our 67-pulsar array using the frequentist optimal statistic, assuming maximum-a-posteriori pulsar noise parameters
and � = 13/3 common-process amplitude from a Bayesian inference analysis. The bin widths are chosen so that each includes
approximately the same number of pulsar pairs, and central bin locations avoid zeros of the Hellings–Downs curve. This binned
reconstruction accounts for correlations between pulsar pairs (Romano et al. 2021; Allen & Romano 2022). The dashed black
line shows the Hellings–Downs correlation pattern, and the binned points are normalized by the amplitude of the � = 13/3
common process to be on the same scale. Note that we do not employ binning of inter-pulsar correlations in our detection
statistics; this panel serves as a visual consistency check only. See §4 for more frequentist results. (d): Bayesian reconstruction
of normalized inter-pulsar correlations, modeled as a cubic spline within a variable-exponent power-law model. The violins plot
the marginal posterior densities (plus median and 68% credible values) of the correlations at the knots. The knot positions are
fixed, and are chosen on the basis of features of the Hellings–Downs curve (also shown as a dashed black line for reference): they
include the maximum and minimum angular separations, the two zero crossings of the Hellings–Downs curve, and the position
of minimum correlation. See §3 for more details.

EPTA+InPTA : 3-3.5σ

NANOGrav : 3.5-4σ

PPTA : 2σ



power spectrum
comparison of EPTA+InPTA (DR2full+), NANOGrav & PPTA
・roughly consistent with each other
・statistically significant power
at low frequencies (<10nHz)

・noise floor at high
frequencies (>10nHz)

5

Figure 1. Left : Free spectral posteriors for each PTA showing the measured HD correlated GWB power in several frequency
bins under no spectral shape assumption. Each PTA used a di↵erent Fourier basis set by their own maximum observing time.
The dashed line shows a power law spectrum as determined by the joint 2D power law posterior median. Right : 2D posterior
for HD correlated power law GWB parameters. Contours show 68, 95, and 99.7% of the posterior mass. The vertical dotted
line is at � = 13/3.

Figure 2. Di↵erence distributions for GWB parameters between pairs of PTAs as computed by tensiometer. The contours
show 68 and 95% of the distribution mass.

4.2. Comparing the GWB sensitivity of PTAs

A commonly used measure of GW detector perfor-
mance is a frequency-dependent ‘sensitivity curve’. This
metric, which estimates the smallest amplitude of a GW
induced signal that a detector would detect, is often used
in the GW community to assess detector performance
(see Moore et al. 2014; Hazboun et al. 2019b; Kaiser &
McWilliams 2021, and references therein). The hasasia
(Hazboun et al. 2019a) package o↵ers a means to e�-
ciently compute such curves for PTAs. Specifically, the
sensitivity curves we compare here are the sensitivity to
interpulsar cross-correlations induced in the PTA by a
GWB. As input, hasasia uses the original time of ar-
rival data and the median noise parameters for all noise

processes, including the GWB auto-correlations which
act as noise when trying to detect the cross-correlations.
In order to generate sensitivity curves for

EPTA+InPTA and PPTA, we made a few modifica-
tions to hasasia. This is because hasasia accounts
for white noise and achromatic RN only. For analyses
like NANOGrav, which modeled DM variations using
DMX (which appears in the timing model) this is suf-
ficient, but it is not for analyses that use DMGP, like



spectral index
comparison of EPTA+InPTA (DR2full+), NANOGrav & PPTA
・roughly consistent with each other
・spectral index is smaller
than 13/3 but within 3σ

5

Figure 1. Left : Free spectral posteriors for each PTA showing the measured HD correlated GWB power in several frequency
bins under no spectral shape assumption. Each PTA used a di↵erent Fourier basis set by their own maximum observing time.
The dashed line shows a power law spectrum as determined by the joint 2D power law posterior median. Right : 2D posterior
for HD correlated power law GWB parameters. Contours show 68, 95, and 99.7% of the posterior mass. The vertical dotted
line is at � = 13/3.

Figure 2. Di↵erence distributions for GWB parameters between pairs of PTAs as computed by tensiometer. The contours
show 68 and 95% of the distribution mass.

4.2. Comparing the GWB sensitivity of PTAs

A commonly used measure of GW detector perfor-
mance is a frequency-dependent ‘sensitivity curve’. This
metric, which estimates the smallest amplitude of a GW
induced signal that a detector would detect, is often used
in the GW community to assess detector performance
(see Moore et al. 2014; Hazboun et al. 2019b; Kaiser &
McWilliams 2021, and references therein). The hasasia
(Hazboun et al. 2019a) package o↵ers a means to e�-
ciently compute such curves for PTAs. Specifically, the
sensitivity curves we compare here are the sensitivity to
interpulsar cross-correlations induced in the PTA by a
GWB. As input, hasasia uses the original time of ar-
rival data and the median noise parameters for all noise

processes, including the GWB auto-correlations which
act as noise when trying to detect the cross-correlations.
In order to generate sensitivity curves for

EPTA+InPTA and PPTA, we made a few modifica-
tions to hasasia. This is because hasasia accounts
for white noise and achromatic RN only. For analyses
like NANOGrav, which modeled DM variations using
DMX (which appears in the timing model) this is suf-
ficient, but it is not for analyses that use DMGP, like



4. Future Prospects



to improve
・understand systematics better
- monopole in inter-pulsar correlation?
- pulse jitter : pulsar intrinsic fluctuations
- RFI, solar system ephemeris

・longer time baseline
- just continue observations

・more pulsars
- combine different PTAs
- more sensitive telescope



Square Kilometre Array



Frequency range:  

350 MHz 
to 

15.4 GHz
Location: South Africa

197 dishes
(including 64 MeerKAT dishes)  

Maximum baseline:  
150km

SKA1-Mid 
the SKA’s mid-frequency telescope

SKA1-Low 
the SKA’s low-frequency telescope

Frequency range:  

50 MHz
to 

350 MHz

131,072  
antennas spread between 

512 stations

Maximum baseline:  

~65km
Location: Australiawith a goal of 24 GHz

The SKA telescopes are made up of arrays of antennas – SKA-mid observing mid to high frequencies and SKA-low observing 
low frequencies – to be spread over long distances. The SKA is to be constructed in phases: A first phase in South Africa and 
Australia, with a later expansion representing a significant increase in capabilities and expanding into other African countries, 
with the component in Australia also being expanded.

SKA1 Telescope Expected Performance – Imaging
Nominal frequency 110 MHz 300 MHz 770 MHz 1.4 GHz 6.7 GHz 12.5 GHz

Range [GHz] 0.05-0.35 0.05-0.35 0.35-1.05 0.95-1.76 4.6-8.5 8.3-15.3

Telescope Low Low Mid Mid Mid Mid

FoV [arcmin] 327 120 109 60 12.5 6.7

Max. Resolution [arcsec] 11 4 0.7 0.3 0.06 0.03

Max. Bandwidth [MHz] 300 300 700 810 3900 2 x 2500

Cont. rms, 1hr [mJy/beam] a 26 14 4.4 2 1.3 1.2

Line rms, 1hr [mJy/beam] b 1850 800 300 140 90 85

Resolution range for Cont. & Line rms [arcsec] c 12-600 6-300 1-145 0.6-78 0.13-17 0.07-9

Channel width (uniform resolution across max. band-
width) [kHz]

5.4 5.4 13.4 13.4 80.6 80.6

Spectral zoom windows x narrowest bandwidth [MHz] 4 x 3.9 4 x 3.9 4 x 3.1 4 x 3.1 4 x 3.1 4 x 3.1

Finest zoom channel width [Hz] 226 226 210 210 210 210

a.  Continuum sensitivity at Nominal Frequency, assuming fractional 
bandwidth of Δν/ν = 0.3

b.  Line sensitivity at Nominal Frequency, assuming fractional 
bandwidth per channel of Δν/ν = 10-4 (>10-6 will be possible]

c.  The sensitivity numbers apply to the range of beam sizes listed 
For more details refer to the document “Anticipated SKA1 Science 
Performance” (SKA-TEL-SKO-0000818 available on astronomers.
skatelescope.org)
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The fading out of SKA1 and SKA2 over 15.3 GHz in the sensitivity and survey speed plots is meant to represent the fact that these are 
aspirational and not yet part of design work.

Technical Information  
The Telescopes

sensitivity



SKA
construction began in 2021
construction complete in 2029

SKA1 pulsar survey
・9,000 normal pulsars
・1,400 msec pulsars

SKA2 pulsar survey
・30,000 normal pulsars
・3,000 msec pulsars

SKA1-PTA sensitivity

x４！

x10！



future prospects
2023 IPTA comparison : arXiv

2024 IPTA combination : ongoing

MeerKAT, FAST join

2029 SKA1

203? SKA2

GWB detection

GWB power spectrum
→ SMBH evolution model

precise GWB power spectrum
→ other sources

GWB anisotropy

single source

SMBH binary catalog



summary
●pulsar timing array
・direct detection of nano-Hz GWs with msec pulsars

●evidence for GW background
・EPTA+InPTA, NANOGrav, PPTA, CPTA
・statistical significance of HD correlation : 2~4σ
・consistent with GW background from SMBH binaries
・cannot reject other sources due to low S/N and
limited range of power spectrum measurement

●future prospects
・IPTA : data combination
・SKA1, SKA2
・precise measurement, single sources, astronomy


